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ESTechnical Signalling Line Driver PCB

for Interfacing with Smart Stepper and Stepper Drivers

Introduction

Many low cost motion control platforms exist and many make use of modular stepper drivers, for example the modules
made by Pololu. However, when larger stepper drivers are required, or smart steppers are used for higher speeds or greater
accuracy, these low cost motion controllers do not offer appropriate protection for step/direction/enable signalling along long
cables.

Typical motion controllers based on RAMPS and other budget main boards have no protection of the signalling provided by
the microcontroller.

ESTechnical's stepper signalling output driver is a drop in replacement for stepper driver modules and provides
step/direction/enable signalling with ESD protection.

The stepper signalling output driver is intended to make it easy to connect external stepper motor drives or Smart Steppers to
low cost motion controller boards while providing a high degree of protection to the motion controller signalling.

Specification

Compatible with the widely used “step stick” socket format
Plugs directly into RAMPS, CNC shield and other boards
Can be plugged into breadboard for prototyping

Ideal for driving opto-isolated inputs of stepper drives and Smart Stepper motors (see our Signal Isolation and Power
Conditioning PCB for Smart Steppers)
3-5.5v signalling compatible
Open Drain MOSFET outputs
Sinks up to 32mA per output
TTL compatible inputs (TTL high input drives output low)
ESD protection - prevents damage to the motion controller
Output connector is pin compatible with Big Tree Tech S42A smart stepper connection
Output is compatible with all smart stepper designs using step/direction/enable signals
Output socket can be 2.54mm pitch pin header or a JST HX connector
Supplied with loose connectors
Very minor assembly required

Connections

Output connector:

1. Direction
2. Step
3. Enable
4. Gnd
5. 5V supply output
6. Motor supply output

Installation

1. Ensure the machine power is switched off before commencing any work on your machine controller.

http://localhost/start


2. Place the supplied JST XH 6 way straight connector on the PCB on the same side (top) as the components and solder
in place.

3. Break off the supplied pin headers into 8 pin sections. Place the pin headers into each side of the module from below.
Solder the pins on the top side of the module.

4. Remove the chosen axis stepper driver module.
5. Replace with the stepper signalling output driver.
6. Connect the stepper ESTechnical Signalling Line Driver PCB to the new stepper driver or Smart Stepper motor.
7. Configure your machine controller to use TTL signalling (active high) for the relevant stepper motor output(s).

Packing List

ESTechnical Signalling Line Driver PCB
Pin header
JST XH 6 way straight connector
Manual
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